Filtering Face Mask Pattern
This pattern provides a snug fit around the nose using a bendable
wire that can be formed as desired. The pleated design allows for
a flexible fit that can be opened up in full position. There is a
pocket on the inside of the mask where an additional filter layer
can be inserted. The best filter layer would be an unused heppa
filter vacuum bag. To wear the mask elastic is attached on each
side and is placed around the ears. An alternative would be to
sew strips of ribbon or fabric that can be tied around the head.

Important Information:
These instructions for making your own Filtering Facemasks makes no guarantees of the level of protection from particles. The
construction, fabric used and filters used may cause a range of protection. I have included pages of research that I have done
which results in my opinion to be the following.
1)
2)






The CDC only recommends a DIY facemask if there are not other options for protection.
Tests show the effectiveness of blocking .02 micron particles using household items
Blocked 86% with Vacuum cleaner bags
Blocked 73% with Dish Towel Fabric
Blocked 70% with Cotton Blend fabric
Blocked 68% with Antimicrobial Pillow Case
Blocked 57% Pillow case (Tightly woven cotton fabric)

3) Using a homemade mask does give more protection than no mask at all.
4) Adding additional filters to the pocket of this mask can cause more difficulty in breathing. BE aware of your ability to breath.
5) The mask should be washed often. Removing collected particles from the mash while wearing it is very important.
6) This mask is not meant to replace the effectiveness of a N95 mask or surgical mask.

Supplies Needed to make Mask
Application

Materials that
can be used

Small Size
Children

Medium Size
Women

Large Size
Men

Outer layer of Tightly woven cotton Cut one at 7” by 7”
Mask
fabric, or Cotton
Cut two at 1 1/4’ by
Blend
4”

Cut One at 8” by 8”
Cut two at 1 1/4” by 4”

Cut One at 9” by 9”
Cut two at 1 1/4” by 4”

Mask Lining

Cut one at 8” by 7”

Cut one at 9” by 8”

Optional Filter Unused Heppa Vacu- Cut to a 1/2” smaller
um cleaner bag, Dish than pattern size
Towel

Cut to size to fit inside
the mask- See pattern

Cut 1” larger than pattern size.

Ties or elastic 1/4” elastic
to hold mask
OR
on head
*Ribbon or

2 lengths 5 1/2” long

2 lengths 6 1/2” long
This can be adjusted

2 lengths 6 1/2” long
This can be adjusted

Cut 2 at 30” long

Cut 2 at approx. 35” long

Cut 2 at Approx. 35” long

fabric Ties

by 1 1/2” wide

by 1 1/2” wide

by 1 1/2” wide

Double Wire Twist
Pipe Cleaner, or
Single wire Twist

7” long

8” long

8” long

Wire to shape
top of mask
around nose

Dish Towel, Tightly
woven cotton fabric

Cut one at 7” by 6”

Other Supplies needed - Thread, Scissors, Straight pins, Ruler, Sewing machine, Iron and pressing matt
* Please see directions for sewing ties on. This will be done slightly different than when using elastic.

Sewing Instructions

Child size 7”

Medium size is 8”

Large size is 9”

All seams are 1/4”
1) Place the right side of the Outer Mask Fabric to the Right side of the Lining.
Sew along the longer edge 1 1/2” from each side.

1 1/2”

1 1/2”

(7”, 8” or 9” )

This will leave an opening in the center for turning and as the opening for the filter.
Press this seam open.
Note: the Lining is shorter than the Outer Mask.

2) Topstitch along the folded edges of this seam on lining side.

3) Fold with right sides together.
Line up the bottom cut edge.
This should make the top seam
come down from the top fold
around 1/2” .
Sew along the bottom edge.

Top
4) Turn right side out. Press along bottom edge.

Trim Wire

Stitch across the top 1/2” flap close to the openings edge.
Put wire through the top 1/2” channel. Trim excess wire.
Note: if you have a shorter piece of wire, stich at both ends
so it will stay in place.
Note: The wire is optional. It does allow to shape around the nose.
If for any reason you would like to omit this step you can.
I prefer the double wire twist as it holds its shape well.

Bottom Edge

But a pipe cleaner does a great job too and is easier to find.

5) Making the Folds.
Fold mask in half and press a

Fold at 1 1/4” measurement and

Repeat for the bottom Fold .

crease. Measure down from top

bring Fold to the center of the

Bringing it up to the center of the Mask.

edge 1 1/4”. Repeat at Bottom

mask. Pin in place.

Pin in place

side.

Stitch the pleats down on both sides.

1 1/4”

Center Fold

1 1/4”

6) Attaching the Elastic.
Pin one end of the elastic to the top
raw edge of the mask. The other end of this piece of elastic
will be pinned to the bottom raw edge of the mask.
Repeat for the other side. Stitch in place.
*If you do not have elastic you can put a ribbon or fabric
strips at each corner. Make long enough to tie around your
head.

With elastic

With Ties

* You can sew the ties as one long piece. Put the mask at the middle of the long tie.
Matching right sides together and raw edges. Sew mask onto the tie. Fold the tie strip so
the raw edges come together on the wrong side of the fabric.( See B on step 8) Then
fold in half.( See C on step 8) Stitch down the open edges. The edge of the mask will be
sandwiched into the tie. The tie can be cut to length needed if desired
8)

7) A- Using the 1 1/4” strip by 4” strip. Lay this

A-Fold the strip over and press.
B-Fold again so raw edges meet,

with right side together along the raw edge of

and then once more.

the mask.

C-Stitch in place.

B- Fold over the short edges to the other side of

A

A
B

B

C

The mask is now done. If desired you can add an additional filtering layer. Using the filter material of your choice, Cut out in
the shape as below. Extend the mask out and lay the filter in place. Bring up as close to the opening as you can. Trim if needed.
Note:
Child size cut 1/2” smaller and
Large size cut 1/2” bigger

5”
1

1/2”

6 1/2”

3”
When you put the mask on you can pinch the wire at the nose to shape the upper edge of the mask. Mold it against your face.

This pattern was created to support the need of filtering face masks during a difficult time in
our country. It is not meant to be used for profit. Please use this design to make masks for
you, friends and those in need. Do not sell the masks or these instructions.

The pattern is available at my website :
http://www.miystudio.net/shop/Patterns/p/A-Filter-Face-Mask-x48248305.htm
Designed by Anelie Belden
Website: www.miystudio.net
e-mail address: create@miystudio.net

Information gathered from the CDC website
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/personal-protective-equipment-infection-control/
n95-respirators-and-surgical-masks-face-masks
N95 Respirators Not for Use by the Public

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) does not recommend that the general public wear
N95 respirators to protect themselves from respiratory diseases, including coronavirus (COVID-19). The
best way to prevent illness is to avoid being exposed to this virus. However, as a reminder, CDC always
recommends everyday preventive actions, such as hand washing, to help prevent the spread of respiratory
diseases.
For the general American public, there is no added health benefit to wear a respiratory protective device
(such as an N95 respirator), and the immediate health risk from COVID-19 is considered low.

Information gathered from the Forbes Magazine website:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/tjmccue/2020/03/20/calling-all-people-who-sew-and-make-you-can-helpsolve-2020-n95-type-mask-shortage/#1e0ae3404e41
If you think that a handmade N95-type mask cannot be used, think again. Even the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) has a place for them — in times of crisis, like the one we are in right now.
On the CDC page: Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of Facemasks, they explain that as a last resort, a
homemade mask is acceptable. Frankly, we are at that stage right now. Here’s how they explain it in the
Crisis Strategy section, When No Facemasks Are Available, Options Include:
“Healthcare personnel (HCP) use of homemade masks:
In settings where facemasks are not available, HCP might use homemade masks (e.g., bandana, scarf)
for care of patients with COVID-19 as a last resort. However, homemade masks are not considered PPE,
since their capability to protect HCP is unknown. Caution should be exercised when considering this option. Homemade masks should ideally be used in combination with a face shield that covers the entire
front (that extends to the chin or below) and sides of the face.”

Information gathered from Smart Air Website: https://smartairfilters.com/en/blog/best-materialsmake-diy-face-mask-virus/

Testing DIY Masks

Scientists from the University of Cambridge asked this exact question in the aftermath of the 2009 H1N1 flu
pandemic. They thought that in a global pandemic scenario, we might run
out of N95 masks. Their predictions have come true during the coronavirus outbreak.
The researchers asked volunteers to make their own masks using cotton tshirts and a sewing machine, using a simple protocol they’d devised.
Next, they performed a fit test to test how well they could capture particles down to 0.02 microns. They compared the DIY masks against surgical masks.

The homemade cotton masks captured 50% of 0.02-1 micron particles, compared with 80% for the surgical
mask. Although the surgical masks captured 30% more particles, the cotton masks did surprisingly well. The
researchers concluded that homemade masks would be better than nothing.

Are Two-Layered DIY Masks More Effective?

If the problem is filtration effectiveness, would the masks work better if we made two layers? The scientists
tested virus-size particles against double-layered versions of the dish towel, pillow case, and 100% cotton
shirt.
Overall, the double layers didn’t help much. The double-layer pillowcase captured 1% more particles, and the double-layer shirt
captured just 2% more particles. Yet the extra dish cloth layer boosted performance by 14%. That boost made the tea towel as
effective as the surgical mask.

The Best Material for Making a Homemade DIY Mask

Researchers at Cambridge University tested a wide range of household materials for homemade masks. To
measure effectiveness, they shot Bacillus atrophaeus bacteria (0.931.25 microns) and Bacteriophage MS virus (0.023 microns in size)
at different household materials.
They measured what percentage the materials could capture and
compared them to the more common surgical mask.

Not surprisingly, the surgical mask performed best, capturing 97% of the 1-micron bacteria. Yet every single material filtered out at least 50% of particles. The top performers were the vacuum cleaner bag (95%),
the dish cloth (“tea towel” in the UK! 83%), the cotton blend shirt (74%), and the 100% cotton shirt (69%).

Homemade Masks vs. Viruses

That test used bacteria that were 1 micron large, yet the coronavirus is just 0.1 microns – ten times smaller.
Can homemade masks capture smaller virus particles? To answer this question, the scientists tested 0.02
micron Bacteriophage MS2 particles (5 times smaller than the coronavirus).

On average, the homemade masks captured 7% fewer virus particles than the larger bacteria particles. However, all of the homemade materials managed to capture 50% of virus particles or more (with the exception
of the scarf at 49%).

